Rigor and Transparency in Research

Reviewers for NIH are now instructed to review applications on scientific premise, scientific rigor, consideration of relevant biological variables, and plan for resource authentication. The goal for this new NIH initiative is to enhance reproducibility of research through rigor and transparency. Be sure to review the NIH instructions and review criteria for NIH and AHRQ research grants (R03, R15, R01, R21, etc...) and mentored career development awards (K01, K08, K23, K25, K99/R00) as you are working on your applications.

Five questions with…

Dr. Susan Sherman from Addictions and Rehabilitation Studies is spotlighted in the Five questions with… on the Office of Research website for October. Learn more about Dr. Sherman’s research and what she likes about working at ECU!

Highlights

• Welcome Dr. Elijah Asagbra, assistant professor in Health Services Information Management. Dr. Asagbra’s research interests intersect health care organization, structure, & strategy, health information technology use, and patient engagement.

• Save the Date - Research & Creative Achievement Week (April 3-7, 2017). Submissions accepted beginning January 10th! Be sure to share with your students and postdoctoral scholars.

Congratulations to the Fall CAHS Student Travel Awardees

CSDI: Kazlin Mason, Lakshmi Sunil, Patrick Briley, Katelyn Kotlarek, Kristen Prosser, Ashley Ritter, Christina Menninger, Holly Gosnell, Eshan Pua, Matthew Anderson, Hana Kim, Amy Henderson

HSIM: James Woodward

NUTR: Julie Johnson

Funding & Research Opportunities

Use of Technology to Enhance Patient Outcomes and Prevent Illness (R21 and R01)

February 2016 Deadline

FOA seeks clinical research focused on use of technologies to help address patient outcomes.

Planning to submit a grant proposal in the next month or two?

It is never too early to begin working on your grant proposal. Contact Heather Harris Wright (wrighth@ecu.edu) for assistance with your budget, documents, and navigating RAMSeS.

Events Calendar

Nov

14 & 15  NSF Grants Conference - webinar

3:00 – 4:00p 1008 Joyner Library

Dec

CAHS Annual Holiday Lunch

12:30 – 2:30p 1120 HSB

Dec

ECU Scholarship Awarding Workshop

5 2:00 – 3:00p ECHI Auditorium

www.ecu.edu/cs-dhs/ah/research